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Abstract
This paper presents the data and method of a crosslinguistic and variationist
approach to discourse markers (DMs) in speech. DMs are here broadly defined
as “fulfilling structuring functions with respect to local and global content and
structure of discourse” (Fischer, 2000: 20). In order to reach full coverage
of this category and following corpus-based definitions (Crible, 2014), manual
annotation of numerous functional and surface features was performed upon
a comparable corpus of native French and English, balanced across eight
contextual settings (e.g. conversation, interview) with over seven hours of speech
in each language and about 160.000 words in total. Linguistic variation (language,
register, modality) and the heterogeneity of the DM class were accounted for in
a robust annotation scheme designed through careful corpus-based testing. The
presentation will focus on the elaboration of a functional taxonomy which builds
on existing categorizations (Halliday & Hasan, 1976...
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Representativity
[sample size]
Variation
[impact of context on discourse features]
Impromptu speech
[frequency of DMs]
Feasability
[availability of source corpora]
[manual annotation]
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English
Speech vs. writing
 Less types, greater ambiguity
 Need to group values
 Speech-specific functions
 Need to add values
 2 languages, 8 registers
 15 hours of recordings, 163,620 words
Writing-based models
 PDTB: 3-level hierarchy
 CCR: 4 dimensions, no end-label
 SDRT/RST: spans over whole texts
 Include implicit relations
Other frameworks
 Generic functions only
 Distinctions not operational
 Incoherent groupings in categories
 Language and/or genre-specific
several tests on pilot corpus
Ideational Rhetorical Sequential Interpersonal
cause motivation punctuation monitoring
consequence conclusion opening boundary face-saving
concession opposition closing boundary disagreeing
contrast specification topic-resuming agreeing
alternative reformulation topic-shifting elliptical
condition relevance quoting
temporal emphasis addition
exception comment enumeration
approximation
Operational definitions
(PDTB-style)
"Domains" as macro-functions
(González 2005)
Extended to spoken functions
(Cuenca 2013)
 4 domains, 30 functions
 Domains and functions are inter-
dependent
 Up to 2 simultaneous functions 
 Explicit functions/relations only
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 8743 DM tokens
 Sequential most frequent
 FR more interpersonal
 EN more ideational
Most frequent functions Reliability of the protocol
 Applicability to speech, 
writing, gestures, sign
language
 Domain: K = 0.563, 70.9%
 Function: K = 0.59, 60%
Objective-subjective distinction
English French
Addition Addition
Specification Monitoring
Consequence Opposition
Temporal Specification
Conclusion Conclusion
Perspectives
Cross-tabulation of functional and syntactic features of DMs with word-level annotation of local markers of (dis)fluency (filled pauses, repetitions, etc.). 
Combination with experimental, machine-learning and qualitative methods. Comparison with other annotation frameworks and languages. 
